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Figure 1: The proposed visual effects applied to real objects in Augmented Reality. Our approach explores different ways to
augment contact in AR through the use of comics-inspired onomatopoeias and visual representations of physics-inspired effects on
surfaces. Left: A “Kapow!” onomatopoeia is combined with a virtual crack to recreate the sensation of breaking a fragile object
in AR. Center-Left: Combination of a “Tap!” onomatopoeia and virtual waves trembling around the object give the sensation of
shaking. Center-Right: Comics-inspired collision graphics (stars and lightning) applied to virtual objects. Right: Physics-inspired
effects (wrinkles and hollows) applied to virtual objects. As a note: the user’s hand depicted in the illustrative setup pictures used a
glove for aesthetic purposes rather than as a tracking aid.

ABSTRACT

In this work we propose a set of stylized visual effects (VFX) meant
to improve the sensation of contact with objects in Augmented Re-
ality (AR). Various graphical effects have been conceived, such as
virtual cracks, virtual wrinkles, or even virtual onomatopoeias in-
spired by comics. The VFX are meant to augment the perception
of contact, with either real or virtual objects, in terms of material
properties or contact location for instance. These VFX can be com-
bined with a pseudo-haptics approach to further increase the range
of simulated physical properties of the touched materials. An illus-
trative setup based on a HoloLens headset was designed, in which
our proposed VFX could be explored. The VFX appear each time a
contact is detected between the user’s finger and one object of the
scene. Such VFX-based approach could be introduced in AR appli-
cations for which the perception and display of contact information
are important.

Index Terms: Augmented-Reality—Virtual Environments—Visual
Effects—Pseudo-Haptics;

1 INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality (AR) promises to enhance real-life scenarios
with virtual objects available for interaction [1]. The notable avail-
ability of these systems for the average consumer has brought interest
to develop and optimize interactions in AR. Nevertheless, several
limitations can be observed concerning the simulation of object
contact within AR such as: the lack of tangible elements, the lack
of visual feedback for the users to acknowledge the contact with a
virtual surface, and the lack of virtual object’s tactile information
concerning properties such as friction or hardness. Thus, we propose
a set of stylized visual effects (VFX) for augmenting collisions and
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contacts with either real or virtual surfaces. The visual effects com-
prehend different strategies for representing collisions and contact in
an AR environment, ranging from comics-inspired onomatopoeias
to physics-inspired effects. We designed an illustrative setup in
AR based on a Microsoft HoloLens headset to contextualize our
approach.

In a nutshell, the main contributions of this preliminary work
are: a new approach to augment contacts with real or virtual ob-
jects in AR using stylized visual effects, a set of VFX appearing in
case of collision/contact in AR, and an illustrative setup based on a
HoloLens AR headset showcasing our effects in various interaction
contexts.

2 RELATED WORK

Work related to our own comprises environment stylizing in AR as
well as and the use of passive and pseudo haptics.

Introducing realistic elements in AR still represents a challenge
due to the many factors that need to be taken into account in the
rendering process of the virtual objects, in particular regarding light-
ing (shading, shadows, etc.), texturing (color mapping), etc. As a
consequence, stylization has been considered as an alternative way
to represent virtual objects in AR. For example, this approach has
been considered to increase the sense of presence in AR by Fischer
et al. [4–6], who applied image filters to give a visual style based on
cartoons. These effects permit to display every object seen by the
user using a style that does not need to consider complex rendering
techniques such as lightning estimation, realistic shadows between
virtual and real objects or adapting virtual objects color to the real
environment in real-time [8].

The emergence of passive haptics in AR research has led to
the development of many novel interaction techniques for object
manipulation [2, 3]. Pseudo-haptics research has led to further un-
derstand the visual sense’s dominance over the sense of touch [7] for
augmenting contact in AR. When touching real or virtual objects,
pseudo-haptic feedback permits to alter the perceived “physical prop-
erties” of virtual and real objects’ materials or composition, such as
fragility and softness.



3 STYLIZED VISUAL EFFECTS FOR IMPROVING CONTACT
SENSATION IN AR

We believe that stylizing VFX after contact can lead to a new
paradigm that not only permits to save complex rendering processes
related to shape deformation but also to increase the sense of pres-
ence and the perception of contact in AR environments. Therefore,
our approach consists in relying on stylized VFX to augment con-
tacts and collisions in AR. Our paradigm encloses different features
that can be used with both real and virtual surfaces. The stylized
VFX we propose are inspired by: (i) physical phenomena that can
occur when engaging contact with a surface, and (ii) comics-based
effects designed to highlight contact information. A description of
these VFX families is presented hereby.

Physics-Inspired Visual Effects: This family of effects consid-
ers designing VFX to represent physical effects that can occur after
contact with a surface. These physics-inspired visual effects not only
help users acknowledge contact with the surface but also provide
deeper insight about the surface’s material properties. Four examples
of this family were conceived: “Hollow”, “Cracks”, “Wrinkles”, and
“Waves” as seen in Fig. 1.

Comics-Inspired Visual Effects: This family of effects consid-
ers the use of comics-inspired visual effects to augment the contacts
and collisions with real or virtual objects in AR. These effects are di-
vided in two categories: “onomatopoeias” and “collision graphics”.

Onomatopoeias, just as in comics, are used in our approach to
represent in a visual manner the sound that happens once a collision
or a contact with the real or the virtual object has occurred in AR.
This subset of VFX aims at taking advantage of the wide variety
of sound effects generally used in comics and to exploit them to
represent different types of collisions or contact in AR both for real
and virtual objects. Two canonical examples were considered for
representing onomatopoeias: “Kapow!” and “Tap!”, see Fig. 1.

Collision graphics are designed to visually represent the impact
of the user’s finger on a surface in AR. This VFX subset permits
to exploit graphic elements from comics that are used to represent
a crash or a shock. An important aspect to be considered from
these graphics is that they signal the collision point rather than just
appearing close to where the contact occurred. Two representative
examples were conceived: “Stars” and “Lightning”, cf. Fig. 1.

4 ILLUSTRATIVE SETUP

An illustrative setup was designed to showcase our approach and the
use of our set of VFX when touching both virtual and real objects
in AR. A Microsoft HoloLens was used for displaying the virtual
objects as well as the VFX in AR. The virtual simulation was created
using the Unity engine version 2019.3. Object tracking as well as
finger tapping detection were implemented thanks to Microsoft’s
Mixed Reality Toolkit. Please refer to our accompanying video to
see our VFX in action.

Our illustrative setup enables interaction with real and virtual
objects in AR. In this case, the VFX are directly applied to the virtual
surfaces. We manually designed invisible virtual 3D counterparts
of the real objects and aligned them in the AR simulation to display
the VFX onto the real objects’ shapes. In the case of virtual objects,
the VFX were directly applied to the object’s mesh.

5 DISCUSSION

We proposed a novel approach to improve the sensation of contact
with an object in AR through the use of stylized VFX. Such augmen-
tation of contact in AR is expected to enhance the object presence in
augmented environments, and to provide supplementary information
about: collision detection, contact position, object material, fragility,
etc.

In this work, we considered physics-inspired effects as well as
comics-inspired VFX to augment contact with both virtual and

Figure 2: Pseudo-Haptic feedback applied to the Cracks VFX. By
relying on different intensity levels, we can render different contact
sensations. Here, the visual crack’s size suggests a certain fragility
level different for every egg.

real objects. The physics-inspired effects not only help warning
about a contact occurrence but also provide potential insights of the
objects’ material properties. The comics-inspired VFX profit from
their design and dynamic elements to catch the user’s attention and
accentuate the action of contacting a surface. Collision graphics can
profit from graphic elements to signal the contact point. Pointing
towards the contact area could notably be useful for enhancing
distance or depth perception in AR. Interestingly, the presented VFX
are not mutually exclusive in their use as seen in Fig. 1. They can be
combined to create a higher contact augmentation effect or a more
specific sensation depending on the application context.

Previous work in pseudo-haptics suggests that providing specific
and modified visual feedback after contact with a virtual surface
can lead to experience various kinds of haptic sensations. In theory,
pseudo-haptic feedback can enable to display different and varying
contact sensations when relying on different visual intensity levels.
Within our approach, this could notably be useful to display haptic
properties such as: fragility (such as the case of “Cracks” as seen in
Figure 2), softness (“Hollows”), friction (“Wrinkles”), or stability
(“Waves”).

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a novel approach to increase the sensations
of contact in Augmented Reality based on stylized visual effects.
A large set of VFX was designed, inspired by physics or comics.
These VFX can be combined altogether, and they appear in case
of collision or contact with a real or a virtual object in the AR
scene. The VFX intensity can be modified in a pseudo-haptic way
to increase the range of simulated sensations. An illustrative setup
based on a HoloLens headset showcases our multiple effects in
various interaction contexts, such as tapping over fragile objects
(such as a teapot or eggs) and displaying virtual cracks corresponding
to their different fragility levels. Taken together, our stylization
approach could be used in various AR applications in which the
augmentation of contact information is meaningful.
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